A Petri net with controller is used to model blocking flexible flow shop scheduling problem(BFFSP) with results obtained based on genetic algorithms(GA). The objective of scheduling problems is to minimize the maximum completing time(makes-pan). Firstly, the mathematical model is constructed for this blocking flexible flow shop scheduling problem, and computation method of make-span is obtained according to the characteristics of the BFFSP. And then a controlled Petri net model is constructed. Simulation results are obtained based on the controlled Petri net and genetic algorithm, the results show that the method proposed is feasible and efficient.
Introduction
The blocking flow shop scheduling problems (BFSP) have been studied by many researchers [1] [2] . For BFSP, there is no buffer or storage is not allowed in some stages of the manufacturing process due to technological requirements, and the completed job will stay on the machine till the next machine is available. It has been proved that the blocking flow shop scheduling problem with more than two machines is NP-hard. Therefore, it is very important both in theory and in engineering application to find effective and efficient methods for BFSP. Zhang Qiliang [3] proposed an effective population based multi-layer iterated greedy algorithm to solve the blocking flow shop scheduling problems , which objective is the make-span. In order to improve the quality of initial results, Nawaz-Enscore-Ham & Profile Fitting algorithm was proposed, and the effectiveness of the algorithm was proved through some benchmark instances. The problem of the multi-objective scheduling with make-span and total flow time minimizations for blocking flow shop is considered in [4] , and a multi-objective discrete differential evolution was presented for searching alternative Pareto solution. The simulation results based on a bunch of instances show that the proposed algorithm can obtain better non-dominated solution set in Inverted Generational Distance, Set Coverage, and Hypervolume respectively. A novel quantum differential evolutionary algorithm was proposed for the BFSP to minimize the make-span in [5] . The algorithm combined Quantum Evolutionary Algorithm with Differential Evolution algorithm， and a novel quantum rotating gate was designed to control the evolutionary trend and increase the diversity of population. In order to enhance the global search ability of the algorithm and to further improve the solution quality, a Quantum-inspired Evolutionary Algorithm-Variable Neighborhood Search co-evolutionary strategy was applied. In this paper, the blocking flexible flow shop scheduling problem (BFFSP) is studied based on Petri net controller and genetic algorithm(GA). The objective of scheduling problems is to minimize make-span. Compared to traditional flow shop scheduling problem, the unrelated parallel machines are considered in FBFSP, therefore, it is closer to practical production. In order to test the performance of the method, scheduling results based on one case is given. Comparisons and analysis between BFFSP and flexible flow shop with intermediate buffer are given.
Mathematical Model
Problem Description. The blocking flexible flow shop scheduling problem can be defined as follows. There are n jobs that would be processed on p stages, there are P M unrelated parallel machines in each stage, and each job is processed from stage 1 to stage p. In each stage, the job can be processed on any parallel machines in this stage. Since the flow shop has no intermediate buffer, the completed job stays on the machine till the next machine is available for processing. Each job must be processed on each stage, at any moment, each job can be processed on at most one machine, and each machine can process at most one job. In this paper, the objective is to plot a processing routing for each job, and to find a permutation of jobs that minimizes the maximum completion time.
Mathematical Model. The scheduling objective is:
represent the sequence of jobs to be processed, and
The calculation formulas of completing time for FBFSP: 
Petri Net Controller
Design the Petri net controller based on the method proposed in [6] .
In DES Petri net model, the logical conjunction of separate linear constraints involving marking only, which have the following form:
, m is the number of places, c n is the number of constraints, namely the number of controller. 1). Find the local incident matrix of constrained place based on part net design and Petri net reduction technique. 
Genetic Algorithm(GA)
In theory, GA is based on probability distributions. GA realizes optimization through population generic operation based on survival of the fittest. The details of GA are as follows:  Create fitness function.  Create initial population. The initial population is generated randomly, which may lead to solutions with diverse forms. If the population size is larger, although it is easier to obtain better results, the computation time is long. Therefore, it is important to select suitable population size.  Crossover operation: Before the operation, divide population into K sub-populations: select the optimum individual in each sub-population and crossover with other individuals until producing K new populations, then select the best individual. Adopt different crossover methods in simulation, which can make the population have obvious diversity.  Selection. Select optimum chromosome between offspring chromosome produced by crossover in different sub-population and parent. Too much selection may induce algorithm finishing prematurely, and not enough selection may induce slow convergence of the algorithm.  Mutation: INV mutation is used to produce small perturbations on chromosomes in order to maintain the diversity of population.  Criterion of algorithm termination: Set the eras T, stop searching if the searching eras are equal to T, and the optimal results are given.
Case Study
In order to prove the mathematical model, Petri net controller and GA, a flexible scheduling problem is applied. There are four stages, in each stage, the quantity of parallel machines is 2. The performance of parallel machines is unrelated, and the processing information is given in table 1. Table 1 Processing information of jobs   Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3  Stage 4  job  M1  M2  M3  M4  M5  M6  M7  M8  1  5  8  6  6  3  5  7  9  2  6  8  5  7  5  6  8  10  3  5  7  4  5  5  7  5  7  4  4  6  7  7  5  8  7  9  5  5  7  6  8  4  6  6  8  6  5  7  7  9  5  7  8  10  7  5  7  6  6  4  5  7  8  8  4  5  7  8  5  7  6  7  9  5  6  7  8  5  7  7  9  10  4  5  5  7  5  8 6 8 Figure 2 . Gantt graph of BFFSP
Summary
In this paper, a blocking flexible flow shop scheduling problem with unrelated parallel machines is studied based on the controlled Petri net model and GA. In the proposed method, we not only give the calculation formula of make-span, but also employ a reduced technique to design the Petri controller to control the blocking on the machine. Based on the controlled Petri net model and the computation method of make-span, the evolution of processing sequence decision can be obtained using a GA.
Testing the performance of scheduling results. Moreover, the approach is shown to be effective and feasible in practical case.
